UHS Inter Medical Colleges Photographic Competition 2014

University of Health Sciences is organizing a first ever Photographic Competition for its affiliated Medical Colleges and Institutions.

**PICK UP YOUR CAMERA AND SHOW YOUR ARTISTIC TALENT THROUGH YOUR WORK**

**RULES AND REGULATIONS**
- Name of Camera
- Size: 8 x 12 Inches unmounted

**JUDGEMENT CRITERIA**
- Theme relativity
- Concept
- Innovation
- Technique

**THEMES**
- Life in a Medical College
- Happiness
- Colours of Life
- Unforgettable Faces
- People and Places of Pakistan
- Hope and Freedom
- Light and Dark

**PRIZE**
- Running Challenge VC General Muhammad Aslam Shield for the Institution with maximum participation of its students
  - First Prize: Rs. 10,000
  - Second Prize: Rs. 7,000
  - Third Prize: Rs. 5,000
  - Consolation Prize: Rs. 1,000

**SUBMISSION DATE**
- February 17, 2014 (Monday)

**ENQUIRIES**
- Prof. Dr. M. Aslamkhan, D.Sc. (Mainz, Germany), FRPS
- Human Genetics & Molecular Biology Department
- University of Health Sciences Lahore
- Mobile: 0300-4163225  Email: dr_aslamkhan@mail.com  genetics@uhs.edu.pk

**NOTE:** Caption of the photo, Name of student, with Roll No, Name of Institution, Name of Camera, etc., is to be written on the back of each entry with a soft pen.